Summer of Imagination Reading List

Grades 6-8

Chapter Books

The witch’s boy F
Barnhill, K.

Pixie pushes on HF
Bundy, T.

The dragon with a chocolate heart F
Burgis, S.

Chasing secrets HF / M
Choldenko, G.

Gregor the Overlander A / F
Collins, S.

Raymie Nightingale RF
DiCamillo, K.

Stella Diaz never gives up RF
Dominguez, A.

Absolutely Truly M
Frederick, H.

Charlie Throne and the last equation A
Gibbs, S.

The last last-day-of-summer A
Giles, L.R.

Allies HF
Gratz, A.

The strangers F / M
Haddix, M.

Hoot M
Hiaasen, C.

Redwall A / F
Jacques, B.

Get a grip, Vivi Cohen! RF
Kapit, S.

Lalani of the distant sea F
Kelly, E.

Song for a whale RF
Kelly, L.

Stand up, Yumi Chung! RF
Kim, J.

Fairy Mom and me F
Kinsella, S.

The unteachables RF
Korman, G.

Pie in the Sky RF
Lai, R.

Over the moon F
Lloyd, N.

The giver SF
Lowry, L.

Click here to start M / SF
Markell, D.

From the desk of Zoe Washington RF
Marks, Zanae

The queen bee and me RF
McDunn, G.

The apothecary F (Young Adult)
Meloy, M.

Cinder SF (Young Adult)
Meyer, M.

Chirp M
Messner, K.

Words on fire HF
Nielsen, J.

Eragon F (Young Adult)
Paolini, C.

Max & the Midknights A
Peirce, L.

A good kind of trouble RF
Ramee, L.

Tree of dreams F
Resau, L.

Holes M
Sachar, L.

Secrets of the dragon tomb SF
Samphire, P.

A problematic paradox SF
Sappingfield, E.

Frank Einstein and the antimatter motor SF
Scieszka, J.

The invention of Hugo Cabret F
Selznick, B.

The amazing life of Azaleah Lane RF
Smith, N.

Liar & spy M
Stead, R.

Clean getaway RF
Stone, N.

Roll with it RF
Sumner, J.

The nebula secret A
Trueit, T.

Project Terra: crash course SF
Walker, L.

The Newspaper Club RF
Vrabel, B.

Genesis begins again RF
Williams, A.

Spy Runner HF / M
Yelchin, E.
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Graphic Novels

This was our pact RF / F
Andrews, R.

Piper F (Young Adult)
Asher, J.

Be prepared RF
Bros gol, V.

Pashmina M
Chanani, N.

Crush RF
Chmakova, S.

Sea Sirens F
Chu, A.

Illegal RF
Colfer, E.

Hereville: how Mirka got her sword F
Deutsch, B.

Surfside Girl: the secret of Danger Point M
Dwinell, K.

Fake blood RF
Gardner, W.

Rapunzel’s revenge A
Hale, S.

Mighty Jack A / F
Hatke, B.

The nameless city A
Hicks, F.

Compass south HF
Larson, H.

The time museum F / HF
Loux, M.

The lunch witch F
Lucke, D.

Suee and the shadow F
Ly, G.

Klawde: Evil alien warlord cat F
Marciano, J.

Queen of the sea HF
Meonis, D.

Wires and nerve F (Young Adult)
Meyer, M.

Dear Sister RF
McGhee, A.

Fish girl F
Napoli, D.

The girl who owned a city A / RF
Nelson, O.T.

Zeus, king of the gods F (Young Adult)
O’Connor, G.

The tea dragon society RF
O’Neill, K.

Pumpkinheads RF (Young Adult)
Rowell, R.

Lost in NYC: a subway adventure RF
Spiegelman, N.

The arrival HF (Young Adult)
Tan, S.

Guts RF
Telgemeier, R.

Nnewts: escape from the Lizzarks F
(Young Adult)
TenNapel, D.

Dragon girl: the secret valley F
Weigel, J.

Princess: the arduous business of getting rescued, save yourself A
Whitley, J.

Newsprents HF
Xu, R.

Boxers HF (Young Adult)
Yang, G.

Nonfiction

Never caught: the story of Ona Judge
J2 306.362 Dun

Hey, kiddo
YA 362.26 Kro

The 57 bus: a true story of two teenagers and the crime that changed their lives
YA 364.15 Sla

The book of wildly spectacular sports science
J2 507.8 Con

Outdoor science lab
J2 507.8 Hei

Two truths and a lie: it’s alive!
J2 508 Paq

The girl who drew butterflies
J2 595.709 Sid

The tapir scientist
J2 599.66 Mon

The way things work
600 Mac (Adult)

The girl’s body book
J2 613.042 Dun

The game of swallows
YA 741.5 Abi

Voices in the air: poems for listeners
YA 811.54 Nye

Spooked!: how a radio broadcast and the war of the worlds sparked the 1938 invasion of America
J2 791.447 Jar

Survivors of the Holocaust
J2 940.531 Sur

The wall: growing up behind the Iron Curtain
J2 943.704 Sis

Our White House: looking in, looking out
J2 975.3 Our